Nano2HEPA
A new dimension in indoor air cleaning. Technical nanofiber-based air
filtration replaces and outperforms existing HEPA filters and rids your
interior of dangerous particles, protecting your health and peace of
mind.

Clean Air –
Healthy Lungs
The nanofiber
membrane blocks
dust, allergens, and
other unhealthy
particles. Thanks to its
antimicrobial layer, it
prevents the entry and
reproduction of viruses
and bacteria, with
effectiveness of up to
99%

A smart and
economical
solution
The latest
nanotechnology solution
out of the Czech
Republic fully replaces
multi-level filtration
systems

Lower pressure
losses
Nano2HEPA offers
significantly lower
pressure losses compared
to commonly available
H13 HEPA
filters

Made
in the Czech Republic

www.nano2health.com

We care about the quality of the air we breathe!
Why use Nano2HEPA filtration?

So you’ll no longer need to use multiple chambers and replace

Global warming, industrial development, the growth of automotive and air transportation and other influences have a long-term
impact on air quality. An enormous quantity of health-harming
substances is present in the air. Among the most frequent problems resulting from the inhalation of dangerous particles are
respiratory and circulatory diseases. Some substances even
have carcinogenic effects. We all inhale dangerous particles
in the form of allergens, dust, pollens, tropospheric ozone, and
more every day. The implementation of measures that will globally increase air quality is a long-term process that we as individuals can only weakly influence. What we can influence immediately and very effectively is the quality of the air in the homes,
offices, public buildings, and other interiors where we spend the
vast majority of our lives. In cooperation with nanotechnology
industry leader Nafigate Park, we are introducing the Nano2Clean Air Filter – technical air filtration that can physically filter
away up to 99% of dangerous substances in the air.

How has technical air filtration worked
until now?
Today’s air filter market is dominated by high-efficiency particulate absorbing (HEPA) filters made from glass fibers. These
types of air filters catch around 99% of the 300-mm particles,
which include e.g. dust particles and allergens. Certain viruses
and bacteria are however much smaller, and until now filtration

existing non-HEPA systems in order to get clean air. The Nano2HEPA solution will make clean air more available and affordable for the public at large.

Clean lungs, clean health!
Nano2HEPA is able to scrub not only dust and pollen particles
out of the air, but also dangerous bacteria, including for example the highly contagious Salmonella, which causes serious
breathing difficulties, and the dangerous Listeria, which is often
fatal for weakened patients. A nanofiber filter also blocks even
small viruses such as H1N1 and SARS-CoV-2.
Compared to multi-stage filtration systems, Nano2HEPA is also
cheaper to maintain and more environmentally friendly.

Nanofiber – an invisible fiber with
a visible impact on your health
The nanomembrane that forms the foundation of this innovative filtration equipment comprises microscopic nanofibers
made from highly durable polymers. The fiber has earned the
designation “nano” through its compact dimensions. An average nanofiber is about a thousand times thinner than a human
hair. Thanks to a nanospider – a revolutionary Czech invention
– these miniature fibers can be used to produce membranes

systems have not been able to filter them out.

that are similar to a small spiderweb. The openings in this “little

Sick buildings can be made healthy!

bacteria, odors, smog, allergens, and much more are blocked

spiderweb” are so small that even particles as fine as viruses,

The HEPA filters available on the market still lack the functionality needed to meet the standard for indoor air quality (IAQ).
Indoor air quality is the quality of the air inside of buildings and
other structures and their immediate surroundings. It is well-known that IAQ affects not only the health, but also the comfort

by it – unlike protective devices made from ordinary cloth. The
nanomembrane can also be treated with an anti-microbial layer
that prevents the reproduction of captured microorganisms.
Meanwhile the nanolayer lets the small oxygen particles needed for healthy respiration through untouched.

and mood of a building’s occupants. Poor indoor air quality is
connected with Sick Building Syndrome, reduced productivity,
inability to focus, and reduced learning capability.
Modern air cleaning systems use multi-stage filtration systems
to meet IAQ standards, but these are large, expensive, environmentally unfriendly, and hard to maintain.

Four filtration systems can be replaced
with a single, more effective nanolayer!
Thanks to the growth of the nanotechnology industry and the
irreplaceable properties of nanofibers made from polymeric
materials, we can produce a new, revolutionary solution that
entirely replaces multi-stage filtration systems that use carbon
and photocatalytic filtration and ultraviolet radiation.
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A solution that replaces multi-stage
filtration systems that use carbon and
photocatalytic filtration and ultraviolet
radiation.
The nanomembrane can also be treated
with an anti-microbial layer that
prevents the reproduction of captured
microorganisms.
The nanomembrane is woven from long
and very firm fibers. Users thus face
no risk of breathing in nanoparticles
released from the material.
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